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Abstract—Network monitoring and measurement is an invaluable tool for comprehending, analyzing, managing, and optimizing performance and security of networked systems. Network
monitoring architectures can take the form of local or distributed
deployments of sensors. Local deployments can be very precise
and efficient because they benefit from fast links to the central
monitoring station, but their scope can be limited to local
or small-scale networks. Distributed monitoring infrastructures
give a much broader view of the network state, but have the
disadvantage that the amount of information they can push back
to the central monitoring station is limited by the capacity of the
links.
In this paper we investigate the effects of compression on
network monitoring data streams that are transmitted from
distributed network sensors back to a central infrastructure.
Our analysis shows that we can achieve very high compression
rates, which means we remove much of the capacity overheads
when transmitting sensor data back to the central monitors, while
incurring only minimal delay in transmission of monitoring information. Our scheme also has the additional benefit of decreased
CPU load at the monitoring sensor due to the aggregation of
data which reduces the number of network messages.

for IDS purposes and peer-top-peer traffic classification over
port 80. Our goal is to reduce the amount of bandwidth
consumed by the remote network monitors, while at the
same time capturing a complete picture of the network state.
To accomplish this goal we used compression. The remote
monitor compresses the captured traffic before pushing it to
the monitoring station. The monitoring station on its end has
to decompress it before using it. For our implementation we
used the DiMAPI (Distributed Monitoring API) framework
[1]. DiMAPI was specifically designed and built for remote
packet capturing and uses the MAPI library [2].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we discuss related work in the areas of compression
and remote network monitoring In Section III we present
the design and implementation of our remote network traffic
compression system. Section IV contains the evaluation of our
system. Finally, in Section V we conclude and talk about future
work.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. R ELATED W ORK

In our modern networks remote monitoring is of paramount
importance. It can serve as a centralized security monitoring
tool, as a way for network providers to monitor their service,
or simply as a way to collect statistical data about network
traffic. Existing monitoring infrastructures rely mostly on
local network sensors but the need to track remote networks
continues to grow. Where-ever there are remote sensors in
place, accessing their data streams is limited by the amount of
bandwidth available. That is, that in order to get an accurate
picture of the remote network, the remote sensor will have to
forward as much traffic as possible to our local monitoring
station. This can happen either by using dedicated links for
network monitoring (a solution that is not practical since
it wastes expensive resources), or use the existing network
infrastructure (in which case we end up using link capacity
that is normally destined to be used by regular traffic).
Let us consider for example that we want to monitor traffic
at a remote DNS server. To have a complete picture of the
traffic our remote monitor will have to capture and propagate
every packet on the link, effectively reducing the capacity by
up to 50%.
A wide range of monitoring applications require packet
payload inspection. Such applications include pattern matching

Most of the existing work focuses on header compression,
rather than stream or entire flow compression. The Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) workgroup for robust header
compression, established numerous standards applicable to
nearly every major protocol such as IP, UDP, RTP, UDP Lite
and IPsec [3]. Those standards are widely used by current VoIP
and other multimedia streaming applications where headers are
a large part of the total data transmitted.
Header compression is also used PaMon [4], a system that
has some similarities with DiMAPI. PaMon is a distributed
infrastructure for passive monitoring that can be used to
determine which segments of the network are the source of
problems for an application data stream. This is achieved by
retransmitting the entire data flow to the monitoring host,
allowing inspection of the flow and eventually, identification of
the problem. While PaMon uses some compression scheme, it
has two important shortcomings. Firstly, it does not aggregate
the captured packets so it ends up transmitting all of them.
Secondly, the payload does not reduce in size, as PaMon
implements only header compression. It is also worth noting
that this compression scheme does not take advantage of the
similarities between packets in different flows that present
locality in time and space.

The IETF has proposed RFC 3173 [5] to address payload
compression. This scheme is implemented and used in most
SSH, VPN and similar tunneling applications [6] prior to
encryption. Unfortunately, IPComp still retains the two important disadvantages mentioned before (packet aggregation and
time/space localities are not taken advantage of). The approach
discussed in this paper overcomes all these problems.
Trace file compression algorithms, like VPC3 [7], cannot
be used in real-time monitoring applications, since they are
designed to exploit similarities that reside in great distances
inside trace files. However, the properties of the traces, as
shown by an information theoretic approach to network trace
compression [8], allow them to be greatly compressed mostly
due to recurring header patterns.
Outside the area of monitoring, several systems have been
proposed for end-to-end compression. Adaptive End-To-End
Compression for Variable-Bandwidth Communication [9] describes such a system and so does ACE [10], in a later publication. These, admittedly complex systems, rely on information
about the flows that are neither available nor useful for passive
monitoring applications. Such information includes per-flow
entropy and other characteristics. Packets exchanged between
the monitor and the sensors typically contain many rapidly
altering multiplexed flows with different attributes. Moreover,
we seek to address the need for a simple, robust compressing
architecture for our monitoring system, that can be applied to
many similar systems, while still introducing the least possible
number of modifications to existing infrastructures.
III. A RCHITECTURE
DiMAPI is a framework for distributed passive network
monitoring. DiMAPI builds on top of MAPI, an API for
local passive monitoring applications based on libpcap [11].
MAPI relies on a simple yet powerful abstraction, the network
flow, but in a flexible and generalized way. In MAPI, a
network flow is generally defined as a sequence of packets
that satisfy a given set of conditions. These conditions can
be extremely broad, ranging from simple header-based filters
(e.g. source or destination address, protocol type, port numbers
etc.), to sophisticated protocol analysis and content inspection
functions (e.g. deep packet inspection). For example, a very
simple flow can be specified to include all packets, or all
packets directed to a particular web server (by specifying port
80 and the web servers IP address). A more complex flow may
be composed of all TCP packets between a pair of subnets
that contain the string “User-agent: Mozilla/5” The
architecture of DiMAPI is presented in Figure 1.
MAPI permits users to express their complex monitoring
needs by allowing them to define exactly the set of the network
traffic they are interested in, and subsequently only collect
data that meet those criteria. Despite its flexibility MAPI has
a serious shortcoming. It is designed and built to work as a
local network monitor. DiMAPI addresses this shortcoming.
It extends MAPI from a single, isolated monitoring tool, to
a distributed network monitoring framework. DiMAPI can be
used to coordinate a plethora of distributed monitoring sensors
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in a flexible and efficient way, while at the same time it
maintains the specification model of MAPI.
Currently, MAPI and DiMAPI are utilised in tens of network
monitors around the world as part of the LOBSTER project
[12], [13].
IV. E VALUATION
A. Testbed Setup
We used two hosts in our experimental testbed, each one
with an Intel Core2 Duo processor running at 2.4GHz, 2GB
of memory, 7200RPM SATA drives, with 1Gbps network
interfaces, and running a 2.6.20 Linux kernel. The first one,
called sensor, runs the monitoring software (MAPI) along with
the remote monitoring interface (DiMAPI). On this same host,
we also replay traffic on a private interface using a utility
called tcpreplay [14]. The second one, called client, is
located on the same subnet and switch. The client runs a loop
requesting every packet seen on the private interface of the
sensor. In addition to that, by utilising the MAPI library the
client monitors and counts packets exchanged between itself
and the sensor. The test setup is shown on Figure 2.
B. Compressing Monitored Traffic
1) Compression Algorithms Comparison: We start our evaluation by comparing a set of compression algorithms. The
tests we conducted on a typical, raw network traffic trace file.
The results are presented in Table I. The numbers represent
an approximation of the compression ratios we can expect by
applying the same algorithm on live traffic. This comparison
will allow us to estimate the best choice among them, in terms
of compression ratio achieved in relation to the time elapsed
to compress the data. In essence which compression algorithm
gives us the best bang for our buck with respect to compression
achieved while minimizing the time taken to achieve it.
What we observe is that the best compression ratio to time,
that is the best compression achieved per unit time, is achieved
by the LZO Fast algorithm. Lempel-Ziv-Oberhumer (LZO) is
a fast and efficient compression algorithm implemented by
M. Oberhumer as an open-source, cross-platform library [15].
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Original
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1.000.001.435
486.712.571
597.490.154
481.937.555
479.684.340
479.544.036
575.745.860
465.618.475
447.153.526
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0,00%
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS ON THE U O C TRACE - FILE

The trace-file used, which was captured from the University
of Crete (UoC), was composed of normal day-to-day traffic,
typical for the institution. A more extensive breakdown of the
protocols used can be found in the real-time graph offered by
the application monitor [16] of the LOBSTER project [17].
The second trace-file we tested was one from the Crete School
Network Monitor [18]. While the original size was almost the
same, the majority of the packets in this trace were parts of
already compressed file transfers. Thus, as shown in Table
II, the compression ratio observed was significantly smaller,
while the times were identical within 0.01% since in both cases
we compressed same sized trace-files (1GB). Both trace-files
contained a large percentage of peer-to-peer traffic (>70%)
and small to moderate amount of HTTP traffic (6-10%). The
rest was FTP, DNS and some other protocols with very low
contribution. These two traces were selected among numerous
others as an average case for compression (UoC trace) and
worst case (SchoolMon).
2) Per-packet Compression Measurements: The next step
in our testing was to compress each packet before sending it
to the client. The API remained unchanged and the benefit we
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observe comes from two different factors. The first factor is
the per-packet compression savings, which results in actually
transmitting less data. The second gain comes from reducing
the number of packets transmitted from the sensor to the
client. Normally, when one does remote traffic monitoring,
the monitored packets are encapsulated (to include metadata,
in our case the MAPI header) before transmitted back to the
central monitor. If this encapsulation results in packet sizes
greater than MTU this can lead to the generation of more
packets. Using compression we eliminated these redundant
packets.
C. Stream Compression Measurements
The results seem very promising only for specific types of
traffic. For example, when monitoring an uncompressed FTP
file transfer, where all packets can be significantly compressed,
and all of them are exactly as big as MTU, without the MAPI
header needed for remote monitoring, we transmitted 33%
fewer packets and achieved 68% compression on the data.
When this method was used on real-life traffic the results
were not as good. Using tcpreplay with the SchoolMon
trace we achieve 4% compression on the data and eliminated
transmission of 2% of the packets. This was expected, as per-
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Fig. 4. Buffer delay that the client experience when requesting remote traffic. The delay is due to the time it takes to fill the remote buffer with packets,
compress it, and then send it to the client. Notice that the higher the traffic rate the quicker the packet buffer is filled and therefore the delay experienced by
the client is smaller.

packet compression does not take advantage of the similarity
of consecutive packets in a stream, something that it was
already pointed out in [19].
As already shown by the SchoolMon trace results, simply
relying on data compression does not yield the optimum
benefit under every possible traffic type. What we found to
be common under nearly all the real-life traces we examined,
is that a very high proportion of the packets inspected had
a size of less than 100KB (see Figure 3). Older [20] and
more recent [21] measurements show that this large number of
small packets is an inherent characteristic of all internet traffic.
These small packets can be control packets (SYN, ACK, RST),
DNS requests, user inputs in terminal connections, HTTP GET
requests, or even small UDP packets carrying voice or video
fragments that need to be split up in order to maintain low
delay levels. We can take advantage of this fact and transmit
multiple packet data encapsulated inside a single monitoring
packet. This greatly reduces the network load, while at the
same time achieves better compression ratio.
1) Stream Compression: According to our measurement,
a modern CPU (2.4GHz Core 2 or similar) is capable of
compressing data at a rate exceeding 400MB per second. Such
high rates of compression were not possible a few years ago
when relevant research was conducted [22]. It is clear that
there is middle ground between single packet compression and
an entire traffic trace-file compression. Our approach is stream
compression.
Network packets are collected in a buffer on the sensor
side. When the buffer fills up, we compress it and transmit
it back to the client. On the client side, the MAPI library
decompresses the buffer and delivers the now uncompressed
packets locally. This approach also eliminates the need of repeatedly requesting individual packets from the remote buffer.

The whole process is transparent to the user application that
requests them. This permits monitoring applications to be
portable, since we do not modify the API.
Stream compression also exploits similarities of packets that
have time locality (e.g. consecutive packets). Unfortunately
this implementation can potentially add great packet delays
in some rare cases, since we do not immediately transmit
captured packets, but instead wait until the remote buffer fills
up. Figure 4 presents the buffer delay experienced by the
client, under varying buffer sizes. Measurements were carried
out using various replay rates for the UoC trace-file on the
sensor. It is important to note that average packet delay as
experienced from the client does not differ significantly, if
at all, from the average packet delay at the sensor whatever
the buffer size may be (see Figure 5). The locally buffered
packets are being pulled nearly instantly from the memory of
the client, effectively negating the large buffer delays in the
long run. As long as the transmission and compression process
consume the monitored packets faster than they get produced,
we induce no packet loss and thus the same amount of packets
under the same time intervals can only give an equal packet
rate.
One should note that under rare conditions the individual
packet delay can be a lot greater. For example, if the sensor
uses a filter to track only a small amount of traffic that requires,
let’s say, 10 seconds to fill up an 64KB buffer, the delay we
will perceive for 1 in (average packet size) / (buffer size)
packets will be 10 seconds + 64KB transmission time! We
explain how we address this shortcoming in Section IV-C3.
Data compression is greatly increased due to the correlation
of packets inside the stream. Also, the number of packets
exchanged between the sensor and the client, using our compressed streaming were greatly reduced, since we can now
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Average packet delay as experienced by the client

encapsulate a significant number of individual packets inside a
larger packet. Figure 6 shows the number of packets exchanged
between the sensor and the client for a full monitoring session
of the UoC trace-file. Without compression more than double
the original 1,4 million packets are needed for monitoring.
This happens because a get-next-packet request is sent for
every packet monitored, effectively doubling the packet count.
Additionally, some monitored packets that end up exceeding
MTU due to the addition of the MAPI metadata, also need
to be broken up into multiple packets. As the buffer sizes
increases, the algorithm achieves more efficient compression
and get-next-packet requests that need to be sent to the sensor
are decreasing in number.
For buffer sizes larger than 64KB, we observed no additional benefit in either number of packets transmitted or in
data compression. This limit is an artifact of the algorithm we
use, that compresses data in 64KB size blocks. The optimum
buffer size for our experiments was determined to be 64KB +
MTU + MAPI header size, since we stop collecting packets
for compression the moment we cannot fit another maximumsized packet into our buffer. We should also not fill the buffer
with more than 90% of its capacity, in case the data are
incompressible. In such a case, we have the side effect that
leads to small increase in data size.
As far as overall data compression goes, we achieved the
theoretical maximum achievable by lzop, when tested by the
command line tool that uses the LZO algorithm on the same
traces and with the optimum buffer size. It is worth noting
that we observed that CPU usage was lower for compressionenabled DiMAPI. This might sound counterintuitive, since one
has to account for the CPU usage due to compression. The
explanation is that we make up for that extra CPU time from
the huge drop in packets transmitted. This leads to a reduced
number of system calls which, in turn, results in lower CPU

usage. We also need to stress out that the compression and
decompression process consume only a minimal amount of
CPU cycles by using the fast LZO algorithm.
Finally, we run an experiment where a dummy pull process
(requesting a packets and getting a null response) was running
in a tight loop. We measured the average packet delay at 98
microsecond over a 1Gb per second link. This is half the
total average per-packet delay we experienced with 25Mb
per second traffic. Thus, the fact that compression-enabled
DiMAPI pulls packets a lot less frequently gives it a great
efficiency advantage over previous systems. DiMAPI get-nextpacket (pull) requests are sent only when the local buffer
at the client side is consumed. We pushed the system and
increased traffic replay rates. We observed that we were able
to do remote network monitoring to rates up to 310Mb per
second.
This rate represents an important improvement over the
previous, non-compression-enabled implementation, that had
a limit of just 27 Mbps. Any further increase of the replay
rates above these limits introduces packet loss lzoat the client
side.
2) Special Traffic Types: In modern monitoring applications
the traffic transmitted or monitored is often of a special type
(meaning either very small packets or very large packets).
Most of these types of traffic are handled more efficiently by
the stream compression than real-world, mixed-type, network
traffic. Table III presents our experiments on special types of
traffic. We present results from small, large, DNS packets, as
well as packets replayed from the NLANR traces. NLANR
is a trace file format developed by CAIDA for the National
Laboratory for Applied Network Research (NLANR) Project
[23] and contains the packet headers but not the actual payload.
The compression row represents the percentage of the data
transmitted from the monitor compared to the original data
size, while the next row we present the same saving for
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Pkt len ≤100
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DNS
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30us
44,12%

451us
55,79%

37us
31,40%

20us
44,33%

3,01%

83,02%

4,37%

3,17%

TABLE III
S PECIAL TRAFFIC TYPES AND STREAM COMPRESSION

raw packet number. In all small-packet typed traffic we save
more than 95% in packet number transmissions, while the
larger packets tend to be more compressible. The difference in
average packet delay is expected since the experiments were
conducted under a constant replay rate of 25Mb per second.
3) Adjusting the Delay: The only apparent drawback of
our remote monitoring system with compression is a possible
delay observed when the remote packet buffer is filled at a
slow rate (due to lack of remote traffic) and a fast response
is needed. For example, if we define a filter for simply
monitoring a very specific size of DNS requests (that we
believe resemble an attack), and such packets arrive at a rate
of a few packets per minute (or even less), we are faced with
the possibility of large delays in getting this information from
the remote sensor. To address this shortcoming we modified
our system to transmit the remote packet buffer when any of
the following conditions are met:
•
•

The packet buffer has filled.
A certain time threshold has been exceeded from the time
the client has requested the remote packet buffer and the
packet buffer contains at least one packet.

The delay with this extension becomes very predictable
if the packet inter-arrival rate and the average throughput is
known. We can achieve any minimum delay between

M AP I request time + Buf f er T ransmission time +
P acket Interarrival rate
and infinity, just by simply adjusting the time threshold and
the buffer size. By setting the time threshold a little bit more
than our average buffer delay, we can ensure a maximum
limit of packet delays on low-throughput periods, without
reducing the compression achieved while on normal traffic.
For example, the value of 3 millisecond for the timeout did
not alter the compression achieved for the sustained 25Mb
per second experiments we conducted and presented in the
previous sections.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Compressing the data stream from the sensor to the monitoring client reduces both the number of packets the sensor
has to transmit back to the monitoring client and the size
of the overall data stream transmitted. Fewer packets as well
as less data, result in reduced network load, which makes it
easier to use standard network links to perform remote network
monitoring, instead of opting for expensive, dedicated links.
Our study shows that is possible to achieve those goals using
off-the-shelf, commodity hardware, with minimal overheads in
CPU and memory use.
More specifically, our tests show that we are able to perform
remote network monitoring at speeds us to 310Mb per second
without losing a single packet from the monitored network.
Additionally, our system adds only minimal delay, as we
can achieve such rates with just adding a couple of hundred
microseconds of latency. We believe that using compression
in remote network monitoring is a practical, viable solution.
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